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From: John Craig. ,,
To: Anton Vegel
Date: 11/23/01 1:12PM
Subject: Re: D.C. Cook Walls

Tony,
Some comments and an approach:
- the scope of the DPV [ meeting design vs operability] and whether or not it was clearly defined is a
generic aspect of this one that I'll deal with as we revise the DPV/DPO MD. My intent is to add a
description in the MD which will help ensure that the scope of an issue is clearly defined before work is
initiated to revise it.

- I appreciate the summary and RilI's - i.e., your - continued supportl Thanksl
[I count 10 paragraphs in the summary.]
- While the issue of margins and the caculational approach/assumptions has been discussed several
times, as stated in the June 28, 2001 meeting summary, the licensee made some statements. There is no
indication, contrary to the statement in para 8 of the summary, that "...NRR determined that no licensing
basis changes were needed." Nor is there a conclusion, see para 9 of the summary, that there was
satisfaction or approval of the licensee's approach. In particular, I cannot find a bases in the meeting
summaries that supports the conclusion contained in the last sentence of paragraph 9: "Consequently,
there is not an open question...basis requirements."

- So there is still an "open question" concerning whether or not the licensee is in compliance with it's
design basis requirements or at least a question about the basis for a conclusion that they are.

- A suggestion to consider - Since the licensee has conducted walkdowns to confirm as-built of Unit 2,
and [as discussed in the June 28, 2001 meeting summary] reviewed/completed documentation to assure
that the design basis calculations are complete to "confirm that the Unit 2 structural analysis of record
remains bounding," wouldn't an audit/review of this issue for Unit 2 as part of an upcoming inspection
provide the information to close out any remaining questions concerning whether or not the design basis
was met?

- The summary described the licensee's actions as having been completed, the meeting summary from
June 2001 states that walkdowns will be completed during an upcoming outage. I haven't checked dates,
but we'd need to check the dates when the walkdowns were actually completed.

-After you have a chance to discuss this with Jack/Geoff, give me a call.

Thanks Again
John

>>> Anton Vegel 11/21/01 01:45PM >>>
John
Attached is a summary of NRC activities regarding the D.C. Cook Containment Structural Issues. Please
let me know when we could have a conference call next week, so we can hopefully.come.to closure on
this issue.
If you have any questions please give me a call.

Thanksl
Tony V.

CC: Geoffrey Grant; Isabelle Schoenfeld; John Grobe; John Stang


